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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with norm denoted by [[ [I_ We consider a 
self-adjoint operator S: .9(S) C H -+ H acting in H. The domain of S equipped 
with the graph norm of S, 
III u Ill = (II u II2 + II A% /j”Y2~ 
is a Hilbert space which we denote by Z. Let F: & + H be a continuous 
mapping such that l~F(t.~)l~/l~\ u j//+ 0 when /jl u /jj -+ 0. A point h E R is called 
a bifurcation point for the equation, 
S(u) -F(u) = Au, 
if (0, h) belongs to the closure in X x R of 
(1.1) 
9 = {(u, X)E% x R: S(u) -F(zc) = Au, u f 01. 
It is easy to see that all of the bifurcation points of (1.1) are contained in 
the spectrum, o(S), of S. 
It is equally well known that the converse of this result is false and that S 
may even have eigenvalues which are not bifurcation points of (1 .l). Nonetheless 
a large number of sufficient conditions for h to be a bifurcation point of (1.1) 
are known (see, for example, [l-5] and the references therein). However all 
of these conditions include the assumption that X is actually an eigenvalue of S. 
Our purpose is to exhibit a class of problems satisfying the above hypotheses 
on S and F and for which bifurcation occurs from a point which is not an 
eigenvalue of S. A first step in this direction was taken in [6]. We take S to 
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be the self-adjoint operator inLa(0, co) associated with the differential operator 
-21” and the boundary condition U(O) = 0. In this case S has no eigenvalues 
and the essential spectrum, o,(S), of S is [O, CTJ). 
We give conditions on F which imply that X = 0 is a bifurcation point for 
(1.1). In fact our hypotheses imply that Y contains an unbounded component 
whose closure in Z x R contains (0,O) (Theorem 3#.1). In Section 4, we 
exhibit a large class of integro-differential equations to which our result applies 
and for which there are even an infinite number of distinct unbounded com- 
ponents of 9 each of which contains (0,O) in its closure. 
We obtain the main result by a kind of perturbation argument. That is 
to say we replace S by the self-adjoint operator S(E) corresponding to -U”(X) - 
fc,/x) u(x). For E > 0, S(E) h as an infinite number of negative eigenvalues 
and each of these is a bifurcation point for the equation, 
S(,)u -F(u) = AK W) 
Furthermore, all of the eigenvalues of S(E) tend to zero as E -+ 0-t. Hence 
it seems natural to try to obtain information about Y by studying first the set 
Y”(c) of nontrivial solutions of (1.2) for E small and then passing to the limit 
as E + 0-t. We establish Theorem 3.1 in just this way. It shouid be noted, 
however, that for a large class differential equations of the above type there 
are no bifurcation points [6]. This means that the passage to the limit described 
above yields a nontrivial solution of (1 .l) only under rather special circumstances. 
It is the hypothesis (H3) which ensures this in our Theorem 3.1. In the applica- 
tion given in Section 4, it is the presence of a nonlocal contribution to P which 
ensures that condition (H3) is satisfied. Example 2 in [6] shows that if the 
nonlocal contribution to F is omitted then the corresponding equation (which 
is now second-order ordinary differential equation) may have no bifurcation 
points. 
SOME FUNCTION SPACES 
We begin by establishing some notation for the various function spaces 
which we shall use. 
We consider only real-valued functions. Let KC [O, co) be a closed interval 
and 
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where u’ and u” denote generalized derivatives of U, and we identify functions 
which agree except on a set of measure zero. The norms in these spaces are 
II u ILK = iti * II:: + Ii 24’ lW2, 
11 184 1!2,K = {II 22 !lS + II fJm ICY2 
and each space is then a Hilbert space. 
Let C(K) = (u: K + R: u is continuous and bounded) with the norm 
Ii uli m,K = z; 1 u(d* 
We recall that kV..t(K) is continuously embedded in C(K) and that the 
embedding is compact if and only if K is bounded. 
Furthermore we let 
H = L”([O, co)), Hl = (24 E w~y[o, co)): u(0) = 0) 
and Hz = HI n WS2([0, co)) with norms, 
and 
We shall often use the following facts. 
ForzlEHz, 
and 
lim 24(x) = li+li u’(x) = 0 
x-m 
II 24 IL + II 24' IL G c II u 112 > 
where the constant C does not depend on U, and where 
II u IL = II u I1co.b.m) - 
STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In order to state the main result we introduce some operators. For u E HI , let 
T(u)(x) = u(x)/x for x > 0. 
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It follows from Hardy’s inequality that T: Hr --j H is a bounded linear operator 
and that 
II T(u)11 < 2 II u’ II d 2 jj u IL . 
For E > 0, we define a linear operator S(E) in H as follows: ~(S(E)) = HL and 
S(E)U = -4’ - ET(U) for u E ir, . 
For each E 3 0, S(E) is a self-adjoint operator in H. (For E > 0, this follows 
from Hardy’s inequality and the ReIIich-Kate perturbation theorem.) For 
E > 0 and X $ cr(S(~)), S(E) - hl is a linear homeomorphism of Hz onto H. 
For E > 0, ~(S(E)) = (-e2/4 n2: ?z E N} u [0, co) and cr(S(0)) = [0, aj. In fact, 
for E > 0, -?/4n2 is a simple eigenvalue of S(E) and the corresponding eigen- 
function has exactly R zeros (all of which are simple) in [O, oo). For E > 0; 
S(E) has no nonnegative eigenvalues and o~(S(E)) = [O, co). The operator 
S(0) has no eigenvalues and vB(S(0)) = [0, a). 
Next we state some hypotheses concerning the nonlinear terms in our 
equation, 
(HI) For each u E H2, R(u) is a continuous function on (0, a) 
and R(u)(x) > 0 for all x > 0. Furthermore, Cm,,, R(u)(x) = 0 and 
lim,,, sup &(u)(x) < co, uniformly for u in bounded subsets of Ha . 
For an operator Ii which satisfies (Hl) we set F(B)(X) = u(x) R(u)(x) for 
u~H,andx>O. 
(H2) The mapping F: Hz -+ H is continuous, compact and iiF(ujji/ 
II 7.4 /I2 - 0 as j/ 21 IIs -+ 0. 
We can now state more precisely the problem which we study. If (21, A> E 
H2 x R and n E N, then N(u, A) = n means that u has exactly n zeros in [01 CC). 
For r, E N and E > 0, let 
Y%(G) = ((zc, A) E Hz x (---co, 0): S(C)U -F(u) = Au and AT(z~, A) = P$. 
For E > 0, let +Zn(c) d enote the connected component of Z,,(E) u ((0, --~2/4~z22)) 
which contains (0, -+4n2). Here we consider Y,(C) u {CO, -?/4n2)} as a 
metric space with the metric of H, x R. 
Let V%(O) denote the connected component of 9,(O) u ((0, 0)) which contains 
&ho). 
To show that h = 0 is a bifurcation point for the problem, 
S(O)u -F(u) = Au, (u, A) E Hz x R (3.1) 
it is sufficient to prove that there exists n E N such that SC,z(0) f ((0,O)). In 
fact we shall give hypotheses which imply that 9JO) is an unbounded subset 
ofHz x R. 
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(H3)% There exists q, > 0 such that , given [a, b] C (0, co), there exists 
a constant y < 0 (depending on n and the interval [u, b]) for which X < y 
whenever (zd, 4 E UEE[o.Eo) Z(4 and II * /I2 E la, 61. 
We can now state the main result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the conditions (Hl), (H2), and (H3)% are sutisjed. 
Then V?JO) is an unbounded subset of Hs x (-a, 01. 
Our purpose is to discuss the problem (3.1) and the perturbed problems 
(c > 0) are introduced only as a means of doing this. For these problems 
we have the following result which is our key to the case E = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the conditions (Hl) and (H2) me satisjed. Then, 
for each E > 0 and each n E N, Vn(c) is an unbounded subset C$ Hz x R and 
X < -~~/4n”for aZZ (24, A) E g*(e). 
Proof. This follows easily from the results in [5]. Indeed since 
lim,,, sup &(U)(X) < co and lim,,, R(U)(X) = 0 for zc E r-l,, the linear 
problem, 
-d(x) - (e/x) v(s) - R(u)(x) v(x) = p(x), ve:H, 
is limit circle at zero and limit point at infinity for all zl E H, . This fact, 
Lemma 4.1 and the condition (H2) show that results analogous to Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.6 of [5] hold true. Then a standard comparison argument shows that 
X < --E2/4na for all (u, h) E 9?%(c). Applying Theorem 1.2 of [5], me then have 
that %?JE) is unbounded in Hz x R. 
Once the following two lemmas have been established the proof of Theorem 
3.1 can be completed in what is by now a standard way. (See, for example, 
[5, Sect. 31.) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let U be a closed bounded subset of H, x R. If the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, then [9”(O) v ((0, O)>] CI U is a compact subset 
of Hz x R. 
LE~L~MA 3.4. Let U be an open bounded subset of H, x R which contains 
(0,O). If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, then Yn(0) I-I al7 # qb, 
where al7 denotes the boundary of U. 
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
As we have already remarked the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be reduced, 
by means of Lemma 2.2 of [S] to the Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. The proofs of these 
lemmas depend upon the following result which is easily established. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that q: (0, CD) -+ R is continuous azd that there exist 
constants y < 0 and X > 0 such that q(x) > y for all x 3 X. If u E H2\(0) 
satisfies the equation 
-u”(x) + q(x) u(x) = Au(x), for x > 0 
for some X < 2y, then 
(i) N’(X) U(X) < 0 for all x 3 x 
and 
(ii) I u(x)1 < B II u //;a cBZ for all x > X, 
whue the positive constants B and /3 depend onl$ on y and X (but are independent 
of u), 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let U be a closed bounded subset of Hz x R and let 
((Us , X,)> be a sequence in [Yn(0) u ((0, 0)}] n U. We must show, that ((Us, &)) 
contains a subsequence which converges in Hz x R to an element in yS;(O) w 
m w 
By passing at once to a subsequence, we may suppose that h, + h as k + CD‘ 
If h = 0 it follows from (H3)n that j/ zlk j/s --f 0 as k - co. Hence we need 
only consider the case h < 0 and in this case there exists KEN such that 
Xl, < +.A for all k > K. 
Let Q~(;w) = -R(u,)(x) for x > 0. It follows from (HI) that there exists 
X > 0 such that qe(x) > %X for all x > X and all k EN. 
Since -u:(x) + qk(x) uli(x) = &u,(x) f or x > 0 it follows from Lemma 4.1 
that, for k > K, 
(9 l&(x) q(x) < 0 for all x 3 X 
and 
(ii) j uk(x)I < Be-Bz for all ,x 2 X, 
where the positive constants B and ,8 do not depend on k. As in Lemma 2.3 
of [5], it follows from (ii) and the compactness of IVss([O, XJ) in L2([0, -X-j> 
that (zdkj contains a subsequence, again denoted by {un}, which converges to 
an element u in H. 
We must now prove that I/ uk - u /I3 --f 0 as k -j CD and that (u, A) E Y%(O). 
Since F: H2 -+ H is compact, we may further assume that (F(u&} converges 
in H. Now -ui = &u, + F(u,) for all k and so (~3 converges in I$. This 
proves that (uJ converges in H2 and the continuity of .F then implies that’ 
S(O)(u) -F(u) = /\u. To complete the proof, we must show that N(u, A) = w. 
Let us note first of all that u E& 0. To see this we suppose that uR + 0 in 
Hz as k -+ co and set wk = 11 uk [I;’ z+ . Then (1 zljb jjo_ = 1 and 
-w; - R(uJ wx: = h,z+ for all k. 
5=‘5/30/3-2 
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Since h, + h < 0 and (HI) holds, Lemma 4.1 can be applied to show that 
. 
{We> contams a subsequence converging in H to an element w. But -wL = 
hkwk + jj uk /;‘F(zl,) for all k, and hence -zu% converges in H and lim,,, w; = 
--hw by (H2). Since a(S(0)) = [O, cc) th’ . IS IS impossible and so we may conclude 
that u + 0. 
From (i) and the fact that zlk converges to z1 in C([O, co)), we see that zc cannot 
change sign in (X, CO). Since all the zeros of zl are simple this means that u 
has no zeros in (X, co). 
Furthermore since uk + u, z& + 21’ in C[O, X + I], it follows that N(u, , X,) = 
N(u, X) for all k sufficiently large. Hence N(u, h) = n. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let U be an open bounded subset of H, x R which 
contains (O? 0). There exists or > 0 such that (0, -e2/4n2) E U for all E E (0, EJ. 
Let ~a = min{c,, , or), where ~a is determined by (H3), . 
Foreachk> l/~~,%?~(l~k)n~~#~ d an we choose (zlk , hk) E GYn(l/k) n aU. 
We shall show that the sequence ((uk , hk)) contains a subsequence which 
converges in Hz x R to an element in 9,(O). As usual we may assume that 
h, -+ A and using (H3),n , we see that h < 0. Then using Lemma 4.1 and 
arguing in the same way as in Lemma 3.3 we see that there exist X > 0 and 
K E N such that, for all k > K, 
1 
and (‘) 
l&(x) U(X) < 0 for all x 3 X 
(ii) 1 uk(x)I < Be-sx for all Ic > X, 
where the positive constants B and p do not depend on k. As before, (ii) implies 
that (uk) contains a subsequence (which we denote again by &}) which con- 
verges to an element u in H. We must now prove that 11 zlk - u /I2 --f 0 as k -+ 03 
and that u E Y,(O). 
Again we may assume that {F(Q) converges in H and 
-u; = h,u, + (l/k) T(Q) - P&J for all k. 
Since (l/k) II T(uJ/ + 0 as k -+ co, we have that {ZQJ converges in H:, to u 
and that S(O)(u) - F(zc) = Xu. T o complete the proof we must show that 
J(u, X) = n. Using (i), this follows exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we exhibit a class of integro-differential equations for which 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. We consider the problem, 
-u”(x) - h(x, u(x), u’(x)) u(x) - U(X) loa k(x, y) g(y, u(y), u’(y)) dy = Au(x) 
for (u, X) E Hz x R (5.1) 
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where the functions h, g, and k satisfy the following conditions 
(Cl) h: (0, CD> x R2 -+ r0, co) is such that ?z(x, 0, 0) = 0 for all .Y > 0, 
lim 36’5 h(x, p, q) = 0 uniformly for p and q in bounded intervals, and x~(x, P, q) 
can be extended to a continuous function on [O, CX)) x R”. 
(Cl) g: [0, co) x Rz ---f (0, co) is continuous, gfs, 0,O) = 0 for all 
x > 0 and, given a bounded interval J, there exist positive constants c, , 
$, and S (depending on J) such that g(x, p, q) > C,ps for all x > 0 and al: 
22 E J and g(x, p, 4) d CAP 2 + 4s) for all x > X and all p, q E J. 
(Kl) k: (0, c0) x (0, CD) - (0, co is measurable and, given X > 0 and ) 
E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that j L&(X, y) - zk(z, J)\ < E for all 5, zz E (0, X) 
with \ z - x ! < S and all y > 0. 
Furthermore there exist continuous functions qr: (0, co) -> (0, ‘w) and 
qa: (0, W) 4 (0, co) such that 0 < qr(x) < k(x, y) < qa(x) for all x, y > 0, 
where qr and qs have the following properties. 
lim inf P&(x) > 0 for some a E [0, 2), xi n 
lirnszp q2(x) < 53 and g-i qr(x) = 0. 
For u E Hz and x > 0, let V(U)(~) = sr k(x, y) g(y, u(y), a’(y)) dy. Consider 
a bounded subset Q of H, . Then there exists a bounded interval J C R such 
that 21(x), U’(X) E J for all u E Sz and all x > 0. 
Hence 
0 < V(u)(x) < q&z) [LX&Y, u(y), u’(y)) ay + c, .6‘ {u(y)” + u’(v)“) &I] 
< q&)[X rn&ag(y, P, -s) + c, 11 u )I2 + c, II 21’ iI”] 
, ‘7: 8EJ 
< 4&) WQ), (5.2) 
where the constant M depends only on .Q since the constant X and the interval Jr 
depend only on Q. 
~EILZMA 5.X. Let Q be a bounded subset of Hz and, for II E Q, let J(u)(x) = 
XV(U)(X) for x > 0. 
The functions {f(u): ~1 E -Q> are unijimnly bounded and equicontinuous on 
bounded subsets of (0, m). 
Proof. For u E Q and X > 0, 0 <f(u)(x) < q,(x) M(Q) < C(Q) for all 
x E [0,X-j since lim SUP,,~ LqQx) < co. Hence the functions are uniformly 
bounded on. [O, Xl. But 
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and, given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
I Xk(X> Y> - xk@, Y)I < E for all X, x E (0, X) with [ x - x j < 6 and ally > 0. 
Hence 
for all s, ,Y E (0, X) with ] x - z j < 6 
and so the functions are equicontinuous on (0, X). 
Remark. Since f(u) is uniformly continuous on (0, X’j we see that 
lim%&(u)(x) exists and so the functionsf(u) may be considered to be uniformly 
bounded and equicontinuous on [0, X]. 
For u E: Hs and x > 0, let H(U)(X) = h(x, U(X), U’(X)). 
LEMMA 5.2. For u E Hz, let R(u) = H(u) + V(u). Then R satisfies the 
condition (Hl). 
Proof. It is clear that H satisfies the condition (Hl) so we need only prove 
that V satisfies the condition (Hl). From Lemma 5.1 we have that XV(U)(X) 
is continuous on [O, co) and so V(u)(x) is continuous on (0, a). 
Let r;;! be a bounded subset of Hz . Since 0 < V(U)(X) < n?(x) M(G) for 
u E B and since lim,,, sup ~qs(x) < cc and lim,,, qs(x) = 0, we have that 
hi sup XV(U)(X) < cc) and im& V(u)(x) = 0 
uniformly for 24 E a. Q.E.D. 
For u E Hz and x > 0, let IV(u)(x) = U(X) V*(U)(X). Then using (5.2), we 
see that 
(/ Wan” < N”W I 
1 U(X)” 
T dx + L”M2 ‘OC u(x)’ dx 
0 J 1 
(5.3) 
where N = s~p,,,~~ &x), L = maxIs,<, q&x), and M is the constant in 
(5.2) corresponding to Sz = {u>. This shows that E7(u) E H if u E H2 . 
LEMMA 6.3. The mapping W: Hz -+ H is continuous, compact, and 
II JT~M 21 II2 - 0 as II 24 II2 - 0. 
Proof. We begin by establishing the continuity of W. For this we choose 
u E II, and E > 0. Now 
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for X sufficiently large and 11 u - ‘u jja < 1. Hence it is enough to prove that 
11 W(U) - W(Z.~)~~~~,~~ < E for z’ sufficiently close to u in Ha . But 
x sup %(Xj Srn ! g(y, u(r), U’(Y)) - g(Y, V(Yj, S’(Y))1 dY. 
o<zsx 0 
?Jow there exists I’ > 0 such that 
au(Y, "(VI> V'(Y)> G Gb(Y>" + +Yyl 
for all y >, I’ and all ‘LI E Hz with 11 n - u !I2 < 1. Furthermore, choosing Y 
sufficiently large and 6 > 0 sufficiently small, 
for all /i u - z, [j2 < 8. 
On the other hand, si / g(Y, u(y), u’(y)) - g(Y, V(Y), V’(Y))\ do < E for all 21 
sufficiently close to u in Hz since g: [0, CO) x R2 -+ R is continuous and 
11 u - 3 /jm.to,rl + /I u’ - V’ Ijm,[o,Y~ < C 11 u - z, 11s . This establishes the con- 
tinuity of W. 
We turn now to the compactness. Let D be a bounded subset of Hz and for 
X > 0 let 
C(u)(x) = 0 x < A’ 
= W(u)(x) x 3 x, 
and 
D(u)(x) = W(u)(x) - C(u)(x) for x > 0. 
We show that, given E > 0, we can choose X sufficiently large such that 
/I C(U)\\ < E for all u E .Q and that D: H, -+ His compact. 
Recalling (5.2j, the first assertion follows from the estimate )/ C(U)/] < 
max,sx qa(x) M(Q) /I u (/ since lim,,, Se(x) = 0. Also 
ii DC4 - D(+li 
= il W4 - ~~~~>il~o,xl 
By Lemma 5.2, we have that the functions (f(u): u E Q} are uniformly bounded 
and equicontinuous on [0, xuJ. This establishes the compactness of D and 
consequently of TV. 
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Finally we prove that jj rV(a)l!/[/ ZJ [[a -+ 0 as !! u /(a -+ 0. From the estimate 
(X3), we have that (1 W(u)\l/(\ u /I2 < CM@(r)), where C is independent of 
zc f 13s and B(Y) = {ZJ E &: 11 u /I4 < r}. Inspecting the formula for M(B(r)) 
in (5.2), we see that M@(r)) --+ 0 as r -+ 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. For u E H, and x > 0, let F(u)(x) = u(x) A(u)(x). Then F 
satisjies the condition (H2). 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.3 we need only verify thatZ(u)(x) = u(x) H(u)(x) 
defines an operator Z: Hz -+ H satisfying the condition (H2). The proof of 
this follows along the same lines as that of Lemma 5.3, but is easier, so we do 
not give the details. 
Finally we must consider the crucial condition (H3), . Under the hypotheses 
made at the beginning of this section we shall prove that (H3)la is satisfied 
for all n E N. For this we need the following result. 
LERTMA 5.5. WPose that #4c T U C UEEhl) P,(G) is a bounded sequence i?z 
H, x R and that (/ uL [j ---f 0 as k + CJZ. Then there is n subsequence for which 
/I ug 11” --t 0 as k + co. 
Proof. We prove first that there is a subsequence for which IIF(u -+ 0 
ask-a. 
By passing to a subsequence, we may suppose that (+} and {zd;} converge 
in C([O, I]) to u and z’ and that U’ = o. Recalling (5.3), we see that I[ W(u~)/i + 0 
for this subsequence. In the same way we see that ~~Z(uk)~J + 0 for this sub- 
sequence. Now since 
and since 
we have that Ij z& (I -+ 0 for this same subsequence. This proves the lemma. 
LEIWVIA 5.6. The condition (H3)n holds for all n E N. 
Proof. We choose n E N, E,, = 1 and 0 < a < b and we suppose that 
(u, 4 E LL,,~) X&) with II u /I2 E I?, 4. 
Then u is an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue X of the linear 
problem: 
-v”(x) - [c/x + R(u)(x)] v(x) = p(x), VEH~. (5.4) 
Since N(u, A) = n, we see that A is the nth eigenijalue of this problem. (Note 
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that the problem (5.4) is limit circle at zero and limit point at infinity since 
lim,, sup &(u)(x) < cc and Km,,, R(u)(s) = 0.) However, 
4X + +)(“q > @)(x> 3 C,q,(x) I1 21 II2 > G&7,(4 for all x > 0, 
where E = inf(i] u 11% (u, Xj E UcE[o,lj YJF) and I! u ii2 E [a, b]). It follows 
immediately from Lemma 5.5 that E > 0. 
Let us now consider the linear problem 
-d(x) - C,Eq,(x) v(x) = p(x), aEN,. (5.5) 
As before this probIem is limit circle at zero and limit point at infinity. Further- 
more, since there exists 01 E [0,2) such that lim,,, inf xUqI(x) > 0, it follows 
(see [7, pp. 148-14821, for example) that this problem has an infinite number 
of negative eigenvalues 
NOW the usual comparison theorem for the problems (5.4) and (5.5j implies 
that the nth eigenvalue of problem (5.4) (viz., A) is less than or equal to pa . 
Setting y = P.~, , we see that (H3)% holds. Q.E.D. 
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